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These are, of course, supplementary to the considerations,
both general and particular, which have been discussed in
the earlier chapters.
To take the first, the highest civilization of America was
that of the Mayas. There is much difference of opinion as
to the date of the beginning of this civilization; most
authorities place it in the early centuries of our era, though
some place it later and some earlier. Kidder (in Essays
Presented to Kroeber> p. 150) says that we must place the
beginnings of American civilization at at least 1000 b.c. if
we are to account satisfactorily for the perfection of the
Maya calendar-, but admits that no traces of such an early
culture have been found. In any case its earliest known
period is its best, and it exhibits a progressive decline till
the coming of the Spaniards, when it was already completely
decadent.
In Mexico the Spaniards found a civilization flourishing
which was, however, lower than that of the Mayas at its
earliest and best. For the Mexican civilization, like that of
the Mayas, no beginnings have been found.
In Peru the Incas appear suddenly with a civilization
which succeeds a different but equally high civilization; this
likewise has no beginnings.
There are other civilizations of North America, but they
must have been derived from Mexico or farther south, since
they are associated with the cultivation of maize and other
Central American food-plants. And their crafts have no
beginnings. *A11 techniques of basket-making found in
modern North America existed prehistorically. . . . What-
ever the roots or origins of these basketry arts may be, their
divergentform andhighly technical development were already
present in our earliest remains' (G. Wdtfish, in Am. Anth.y
vol. 34, p. 117). It is, of course, clear that if American
civilization was developed in America, it must have beect
developed through a series of stages, and that no trace of

